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Abstract – Radio waves (with angular frequency
x) strongly interact with magnetized plasmas around
the electron cyclotron resonance, which, in ion sources
or fusion plasma (depending on the DC ﬂux density Bs),
is above x/2p  10 GHz, while in the ionosphere, it is
about 1 MHz. Minimization of microwave reﬂection
from plasma and radiation from ion sources is important
and needs the solution of a vector wave equation whose
consistency with boundary conditions is discussed. The
plasma modiﬁes the zero-divergence constraint of the
electrical ﬁeld vector, and the solution methods used are
revised. An effective criterion to test elliptic problems
(even with complex coefﬁcients) is mentioned, applied,
and added to graphs. The case of a simpliﬁed cylindrical
plasma chamber with an extraction cone is discussed;
large reﬂections are sometimes observed as a function
of the ratio of plasma angular frequency xp(z) and x,
but regimes with small reﬂections are also possible;
radiation is fairly negligible.

is conﬁned mostly in a cylindrical chamber 0 , z , Lp
by a magnetic ﬁeld. Among design goals of electromagnetic models, we have to minimize the reﬂection of
microwave (back into waveguide) and the radiation
from the extraction aperture (or iris) with proﬁles of
plasma electron density ne(x) and of Bs(x) taken as
assigned data. Determination of ne is the subject of
much more complicated modeling [10] and experiments
[11]. In our example [12], we set f ¼ 14.4 GHz, Rc ¼ 3
cm (so k/Rc ¼ 0.65), and Lp ¼ 18 cm, while rh may vary
(here rh ¼ 5 mm). As a simplifying assumption, we
neglect Bx, By with respect to Bz, which is reasonable
near source axis z; similarly, we neglect the x and y
dependence of ne(z) and Bz(z), which is considered in
further studies [13]. Density ne is related to plasma
frequency xp by ne ¼ mee0 (xp /e)2, so xp and Xc can be
assigned in place of Bs and ne. Inside plasma chamber 0
 z  Lp, we set

1. Introduction

xp ðzÞ ¼ x oc ½1  ðz  Lh Þ2 =L2o 

ð1Þ

The interaction of radio waves with magnetized
plasma was introduced to explain reﬂection from the
ionosphere [1–3]; among its applications, we ﬁnd
plasma heating in tokamaks (typical frequency f .
100 GHz) and in ion sources (typically f ﬃ 20 GHz).
The latter devices may be small (typical plasma
chamber radius Rc , 0.1 m), so that the free wavelength
k ¼ c/f may be comparable with Rc, and wave equation
modeling [4], accounting for plasma permittivity e0K [5,
6], is needed, as discussed also in this article.
In a DC (or static) magnetic ﬂux density Bs,
electrons gyrate with angular frequency Xc ¼ ejBs(x)j/
me, called cyclotron frequency [5, 7], depending on
position x, with e and me the electron charge and mass,
respectively. We have the so-called electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR), where Xc ﬃ x ¼ 2pf with x the
microwave angular frequency; these regions are called
ECR layers. In tokamaks, Bs ﬃ 6 T and minor radius
Rc ﬃ 2 m, so f ¼ 170 GHz and k=Rc ﬃ 9 3 104 , while
for the ionosphere, Bs ¼ 0.47 G, and we may take
Earth’s radius as a size for Rc, so f ¼ 1.3 MHz and k/Rc
¼ 3.6 3 105.
To better study resonance effects in ECR ion
sources [7], a simpliﬁed geometry (with imposed axial
symmetry around z) is shown in Figure 1, with input
waveguide radius b and ion extraction radius rh; plasma

Xc ðzÞ ¼ x bc ½1 þ ðz  Lh Þ2 =L2b 

ð2Þ
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with Lh ¼ Lp /2; for our typical example, see ﬁgure 2 of
[6], where bc ¼ 0.875, Lo ¼ 1.29Lh, and Lb ¼ 0.88Lh. In
the waveguide region z , 0, xp(z) is smoothly matched
down to 0, while Xc is taken constant; in the extraction
region z . Lp, both xp(z) and Xc(z) are smoothly
matched to 0. Note that oc is the central maximum of
xp /x. Other plasma resonances may be possible [7–9];
as an example, for oc  1, the longitudinal resonance
adds further complexity to ECR. Many valuable results
for uniform plasma or speciﬁc one-dimensional models
exist [14, 15].
The extraction region consists of a cylinder of
radius rh and length zd joined (see Figure 1a) to a
spherical sector with large radius Rs and cone semiangle hs0; here, zd ¼ 3 mm, Rs ﬃ 4:8k, and hs0 ¼ 4 p/9.

Figure 1. Simpliﬁed plasma ion source geometry.
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2. Basic Equations and Conditions
Let Bs be the static magnetic ﬂux density applied
to plasma, <EðxÞeixt the radio frequency (rf) electric
ﬁeld, and <BðxÞeixt the rf ﬂux density. Assuming
B ¼ l0 H  Bs , we can consider that plasma current
density j ﬃ rE is approximately a linear functional of
the rf ﬁeld. Thus,
curl H ¼ j þ ixD ¼ ixe0 K  E

ð3Þ

where we introduced the effective dielectric tensor K ¼
I3  ir/(xe0) with I3 the identity matrix. The plasma
conductivity r is obtained, for a cold plasma [2, 5],
from j ¼ neev with v the average electron velocity
satisfying
ði x þ mÞv ¼ ðe=me ÞðE þ v 3 Bs Þ

ð4Þ

with m the collision frequency. Typically, m=x  1;
note the complex frequency w ¼ x  im.
Let x1x2x3 be a local coordinate system, with x3 jj
Bs; solving (4) for v and K, we get
2
3
k1 ¼ 1  ðx2p w=d2 Þ
k1 k2 0
ð5Þ
K ¼ 4 k2 k1 0 5 ; k2 ¼ ix2p Xc =d2
2
0
0 k3
k3 ¼ 1  xp =ðwxÞ
with denominator d2 ¼ xðw2  X2c Þ, which is small at
ECR layers Xc ðxÞ ﬃ 6x.
We now discuss only the electromagnetic part of
the problem solution, considering functions K, xp(z),
and Xc(z) given. From (3), we get (on the whole
simulation domain Ds) the constraint
fc [ div K  E ¼ 0

ð6Þ

for the ﬁeld combination fc and the wave equation
curl curl E þ ðx=cÞ2 K  E ¼ 0

the replacement E ¼ K1Ď in (7), where the inverse K1
of K has a complicated expression for plasmas [6].
While this choice may be an option for code developers
to be investigate further, in this article, we conform to
the use of E as ﬁeld variables and discuss issues and
remedies in this case.
Two independent boundary conditions (bc) are
speciﬁc to wall kind; for example, at perfectly electric
conducting (PEC) walls, the parallel electric ﬁeld is Ejj
¼ 0; a third one is
f [ fc =k3 ¼ 0

valid for all walls. Equation 7 has the general form of a
second-order partial differential equation LE þ B E ¼
F for n space dimensions and m ﬁeld components; LE
includes second-order derivatives, while B and F
include all other terms. In detail,
Li E ¼

m X
n X
n
X

j
Lik
jl ðxÞE;kl

ð9Þ

j¼1 k¼1 l¼1

with index i ¼ 1, . . . , m and a,bc a shorthand for
partial derivative of a with respect to coordinates b
and c (or variables with those indices). The coefﬁcients Lik
jl (in general, space dependent) can be tabled
as a square matrix Lpq with index transformations p ¼ k
þ (i  1) n and q ¼ 1 þ ( j  1)n; new indices p and q
run from 1 to n m.
As is well known, Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
conditions on the border of Ds are adequate only if L
represents an elliptic operator; L is called elliptic at x if
its characteristic polynomial matrix LP(v; x) satisﬁes
[22]
j det LP ðv; xÞj  c1 jvj2m ;

ðLP Þij [

n X
n
X

Lik
jl vk vl

k¼1 l¼1

ð7Þ

Three aspects must match to give a correct problem
statement, namely, the equations, the ﬁeld variables
solved for, and the positions where boundary conditions
are given. In multiphysics simulation, it is practically
convenient to treat Ex, Ey, and Ez as ﬁeld variables.
Solutions (numerical or theoretical) of vector wave
equations, which may be more challenging than scalar
ones as is well known [4, 16, 17], must preserve
constraints as in (6). Moreover, since (in the frequency
domain) boundary conditions are given on a closed
contour [16, 18, 22], the differential operator must be of
elliptic form (which is not obviously satisﬁed if we
consider (7) alone; see also (11)).
It should be noted that (7) can be studied with
ﬁnite elements more suitable for zero-divergence ﬁelds
(Nedelec edge elements) or with consistent edge
elements [19, 20] instead of the usual Lagrange (or
nodal) elements, but some cautions apply [21]; the
former elements may give less accurate calculation of
derivatives as Ex,x. It can also be considered to use the
divergenceless ﬁelds Ď ¼ K  E as ﬁeld variables and
edge elements for (7) discretization, but this requests

ð8Þ

ð10Þ
1

for a constant c . 0 with v a real-valued test vector.
For typical applications of complex-valued L, see the
image inversion problem [23]. In general, L depends on
how the wave equation is written. For Hermitian
matrices, a simple elliptic condition is that all
eigenvalues have the same sign [22]. For the example
of (7), we have n ¼ 3, m ¼ 3, and the 9 3 9 matrix
3
2
0 0 0 0 h 0 0 0 h
60 1 0 h 0 0 0 0 07
7
6
60 0 1 0 0 0 h 0 07
7
6
60 h 0 1 0 0 0 0 07
7
6
7
ð11Þ
Lpq ¼ 6
6h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 h7
60 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 07
7
6
60 0 h 0 0 0 1 0 07
7
6
40 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 05
h 0 0 0 h 0 0 0 0
with shorthand h ¼1/2. Five eigenvalues of this matrix
are 1/2, three are 3/2, and one has value 1, indicating
that (11) is not elliptic. Moreover, direct calculation
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gives ðLP Þij ¼ jvj2 dij  vi vj with dij the Kronecker
delta, so j det LP j ¼ 0, which conﬁrms that the form
of (7) is not elliptic. This conﬂicts with the
convenience of using boundary conditions on a closed
contour (and produces unpredictable numerical noise,
as observed), but (7) can be modiﬁed to solve these
issues. First, we show the vacuum case K ¼ I3 for
simplicity; the constraint (6) then gives div E ¼ 0 on
all the simulation domains and thus grad div E ¼ 0;
summing this to (7) results in
curl curl E þ grad div E [ DE ¼ ðx=cÞ2 E

ð12Þ

thanks to vector operator identities [17]; the coefﬁcient
matrix is Lpq ¼ dpq , and the characteristic matrix is
ðLP Þij ¼ jvj2 dij , so c1 ¼ 1, and (12) is an elliptic partial
differential equation.
The plasma case (here studied in 3D coordinates
x, y, z or 2D ones r, z and three ﬁelds Er, E# , and Ez) is
far more complicated, but a similar procedure works in
most cases. First, f ” fc /k3 satisﬁes the vector equation
ðx=cÞ2 k4 r1 f þ grad f ¼ 0;

r1 ¼ ðx; y; 0Þ

ð13Þ

thanks to (6), with the dimensionless constant k4
(similar to a Lagrange multiplier) to be chosen later.
Summing this to (7), the wave equation can be written
as
x2
½K  E  k4 r1 f  ¼ curl2 E  grad f ¼ DE þ gradC
c2
ð14Þ
with the deﬁnition of the scalar C ¼ div E  f. Note that
constraint is still included in (14) since, by taking its
divergence, we get
x2
x2
½
k

2k

f

k4 f;r þ div grad f ¼ 0
ð15Þ
3
4
c2
c2
For k4 . 1, the term in square brackets is negative with
a good margin; thus, by expansion of f in eigenfunctions
[24], with boundary condition (8), we get the solution f
¼ 0. We set k4 ¼ 3 in the following.
A simple calculation gives
C ¼ q1 ðEx;x þ Ey;y Þ þ q2 ðEy;x  Ex;y Þ þ q3 Ez

ð16Þ

with q1(z) ¼ 1  k1/k3, q2(z ) ¼k2/k3, and q3 ¼k3,z /k3.
Note that second derivative of Ez does not appear in
grad C and that those of Ey and Ex are multiplied by q1
or q2. Since q1 and q2 are proportional to x2p , we can
expect that the LP related to (14) is elliptic, at least in
underdense plasmas (xp  x), as shown in the
following.
Figure 2 shows complex plane kc and points Qd1
¼ 1  q1 ðzÞ for several z. For (14), the characteristic
polynomial matrix is
ðLP Þij ¼ jvj2 dij  vi wj

ð17Þ

with w ¼ (q1vx  q2vy, q1vy þ q2vx, 0). From calculation
of det LP, we can obtain [24]

Figure 2. Points Qd1 ðzÞ in complex plane kc for several z and segment
1
Seg
for zh ¼ Lp/2 and two other z as labeled, with Lp ¼ 0.18 m, m/x ¼
0.06, and oc ¼ 0.5. Point O is the origin kc ¼ 0, while P1 is kc ¼ 1.

c1 ¼ min j1  t q1 j;
t

t [ 1  ðvz =jvjÞ2

ð18Þ

with the quantity t ranging from 0 to 1, so c1 is the
distance between the kc ¼ 0 point and the line segment
1
joining points 1 and Qd1 ðzÞ. Since c1 . 0 typically
Seg
for all z (as drawn in Figure 2 for the case z ¼ zh ¼ Lh),
(14) is typically elliptic.
Vacuum chamber walls are assumed perfectly
(electric) conductive. Details of bc applied to cylindrical symmetry were given elsewhere [6]; for example,
we get Er ¼ 0 on ‘‘bc1’’ walls (see Figure 1) and Ez ¼ 0
on ‘‘bc2’’ walls; on the input waveguide, we have input
condition ‘‘bci,’’ with forward wave Eþ parallel to the ydirection on the z-axis; that is, Exþ ð0; 0; zÞ ¼ 0 [6].
Similarly, let E be the backward wave in the
waveguide. On generic boundaries (output ‘‘bco’’) with
n the outward normal and no incident ﬁeld, the matched
condition is
ðcurl EÞk ¼ iks E 3 n;

ks ¼ l0 x=Zs

ð19Þ

where Zs is the assumed surface impedance and ks is
called the propagation constant [20]. Using the vacuum
impedance Zv ¼ l0c, we get ks ¼ x/c as usual.

3. Simulation Results
For axial symmetry, components with different
azimuthal wavenumber ma ¼ 1 are uncoupled. Figures
3–5 show results of simulations using axial symmetry
(2D), restricting to jmaj ¼ 1, as explained in [6], but now
including the iris aperture; we set rh ¼ 5 mm. Mesh
element size h was kept lower than 0.12k on the whole
domain and smoothly reﬁned down to h  0.02k on
walls and to h/k ¼ 3 3 103 on reﬂex vertexes; this
requests up to 9 GB for a 2D solution, with ample
margins for ﬁner meshes in future computations (while
3D solutions seem extremely challenging with similar
accuracies). Also, preliminary results for the radiated
power fraction jT j2 are shown. Graphs are limited to
moderate plasma densities oc ¼ max xp /x  0.9 (to
avoid longitudinal resonances). Since plasma adsorbs
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Figure 3. Result summary, at m/x ¼ 0.1 and bc ¼ 0.875, as function of
plasma frequency maximum oc.

Ey wave; its deﬁnition is #R ¼ atanðjEx j=jEy jÞ at input.
Another important parameter is F1, the ‘‘conversion to
Ez’’ coefﬁcient (ratio of the jEzj maximum in the plasma chamber to jEyþ j at input). This stays reasonably
small for m/x ¼ 0.1, but rotation #R can reach values of
1 rad; when reﬂection is small, #R can change rapidly
since it is then a ratio of small quantities. The lower m/x
¼ 0.055 case (Figure 4) shows enhanced F1, more #R
ﬂuctuations, and more reﬂected power for oc . 0.5,
consistent with a lower damping of electron motion.
A higher magnetic ﬁeld case (bc ¼ 0.97, shown in
Figure 5) shows small reﬂection and jT j2, consistent
with stronger electron conﬁnement. The rotation #R of
course increases, approaching its p/2 limit.
In conclusion, radiation from beam aperture was
now preliminarily included in our ion source model [6]
and is reasonably negligible. The important role of
constraint (6) was further demonstrated, in particular for
necessary manipulations of the wave equation; the
simulation scripts now include tools to verify the wave
equation coefﬁcient matrix and its determinant and
eigenvalues. In perspective, warm plasma effects will
also be considered. The result conﬁrms good absorption
of microwaves from cold plasma in typical conditions.
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